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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we perform a comprehensive analysis on different
types of blackhole attacks on MANETs and investigate the impact
of these attacks on both Data and Control planes of the OLSR routing protocol. Our proposed models called Neighbor Watch Model
(NWM) and Inconsistency Measurement Model (IMM), empowers
each node to depend on itself to identify and isolate malicious nodes.
We utilized the concept of passive neighbor watching (local vigilance)
for NWM and introduced inconsistency identification mechanism
for IMM. We design two different versions of both model, namely
Local-NWM/IMM and Global-NWM/IMM, and utilize them against
five major blackhole attack scenarios possible in a MANET with
OLSR as the routing protocol. Our model reduces the impact of
malicious nodes in the network and identifies/isolates such nodes
by feeding correct link state information to OLSR continuously.
We evaluate the performance of our model by emulating network
scenarios in Common Open Research Emulator (CORE) for static as
well as dynamic topologies. From our findings, it is observed that
both proposed models greatly mitigate the impact of data and control blackhole attacks under all attack scenarios and improves the
packet delivery performance of OLSR. Global-NWM/IMM performs
much better than Local-NWM/IMM, but requires some modifications to OLSR.
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INTRODUCTION

Operating a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is fraught with challenges, due to device power limitations, limited transmission, dynamically changing topology, and need for decentralization. Main
features of MANETs, such as self-association, decentralization and
openness [13, 22] can also lead to instability, security problems and
selfishness issues. However, one of the biggest security challenges
comes from malicious nodes that can enter the network with sole
purpose of dropping packets to slow down the network. Such malicious node(s) can compromise the ad hoc network in multiple ways.
These nodes can eavesdrop, drop packets to affect performance,
and cause denial-of-service in the entire network in the extreme
case. Furthermore, wireless links and mobility make MANETs more
prone to such attacks, providing easy access for bad nodes to join
the network and gain access to ongoing communication.

In uncertain conditions or critical applications such as disaster
relief, military operations, and healthcare emergencies, malicious
nodes can cause a lot of damage. Such a node may decide to block
the forwarding of any packet to other nodes to reduce the network
performance. Furthermore, a malicious node can modify the routing update messages necessary for computing efficient routes, and
thereby, disrupt the network operation. Such a node may promote
itself to be on the best path to reach any other nodes in the network, attract all the packets and ultimately, drop them. This type of
attacks are collectively known as blackhole attacks, which are quite
common in MANETs. Analysis of the effects of such attacks and
the countermeasures have remained a challenging area of study.
In this paper, we aim to perform a comprehensive analysis on
multiple possible blackhole attacks on MANETs using the commonly used optimized link state routing protocol (OLSR), and investigate the impact of these attacks on both Data and Control planes
of OLSR. First, we utilized the concept of neighbor watching (local vigilance) among nodes to determine possible misbehaviour of
neighbor nodes through passive sensing and did a comprehensive
analysis on both data and control plane of OLSR against different
possible attacks. This approach, which we call the Neighbor Watch
Model (NWM) aims to empower each node to depend on itself to
identify/isolate the misbehaving nodes. Second, we introduced a
novel model called Inconsistency Measurement Model (IMM) which
empowers each node to identify the control information inconsistency in the network and therefore identify/isolate the bad nodes.
We select OLSR as the routing protocol of the MANET for our model
as it is one of the widely used proactive routing protocol. OLSR
(Optimized Link State Routing) uses an optimized flooding mechanism to diffuse partial link state information to all network nodes
[6]. OLSR’s operation is highly dependent on the transmission and
reception of control messages such as HELLO and Topology Control (TC) messages. These messages are periodically propagated
in the network by nodes, and contain link state information that
allows them to update their topology table. Naturally, attacks made
through manipulating or dropping the HELLO or TC messages are
considered as well.
This paper introduces several novelties over existing work (discussed in Section 2) on countering blackhole attacks on routing protocols. 1) Our proposed model does not introduce any new control
messages, any additional routing overhead or employ cryptography
mechanisms to prevent such attacks, thereby avoiding redundancy
in the routing protocol. 2) This model utilizes the concept of neighbor watching/local vigilance for OLSR to counter major types of
blackhole attack scenarios on MANETs. While the notion of passive
neighbor monitoring through eavesdropping has been studied in
prior literature [9, 15, 17], its utility in the context of OLSR has

not been explored comprehensively on both data and control plane
against major possible attack scenarios. 3) We introduce a novel
model (IMM) to fight specifically against three major control plane
manipulation attacks (see Section 3.2.2). IMM strengthens each
node’s ability to identify inconsistencies in the control information. 4) Our model investigates and counters blackhole attacks in
data as well as control planes of OLSR. Prior works did not present
such a comprehensive strategy in countering routing attacks in
OLSR. 5) Our work empowers each node to depend on itself by
local neighborhood sensing and through inconsistencies measurement in order to fight malicious node(s) and therefore, it does not
depend on end-to-end metric measurement. 6) Finally, we utilize
a realistic emulation platform to evaluate our model which unlike
existing work, captures the complexities of OLSR and MAC layers
in measuring performance.
Evaluation of our model is done through a realistic and powerful network emulator called CORE [1] which allows real-time
network emulation for static and dynamic network scenarios with
a high-level emulation platform and graphical interface. Our implementation includes developing the Neighbor Watch Model (NWM)
and Inconsistency Measurement Model (IMM), two real-time performance metric computing module for each node. We also designed
APIs so that NWM and IMM module can communicate with OLSR
in real time. This implementation uses Naval Research Laboratory’s
OLSR reference prototype NRLOLSR, PROTEAN research group
protocol prototyping library (Protolib) [2] C++ toolkit and can be
implemented in OS X, Linux, BSD, Windows as well as simulation systems such as NS-2 and OPNET. The modules communicate
through API using protocol buffers [3].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related
work. We review the OLSR protocol and Data/Control plane attacks
on OLSR in Section 3. In Section 4, we review the NWM and IMM
model, their design/architecture and present their operation on
data/control planes. We present and analyze the emulation results
in Section 5, and finally conclude in Section 6.
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[14], [5]. In [12], analysis of the effect of extra message redundancies
in the form of fake HELLO messages in OLSR protocol operation is
presented. In [7], a simple mechanism to counter and isolate certain
blackhole attacks in MANETs is presented. Blackhole attacks in
reactive as well as proactive routing protocols have also been the
subject in several prior works. In [9], a mechanism to reduce the
impact of black and gray hole attacks on the DSR routing protocol is presented. In [18], the effect of malicious nodes that attract
traffic towards themselves by sending fake Route Reply packets in
response to received Route Request packets is considered in the
context of different routing algorithms. In our earlier works, we
proposed a trust based model (RRM) to counter multiple blackhole
attacks in OLSR based MANET [21, 22]. In this paper, we present
a comprehensive analysis of the blackhole attacks on data/control
planes of OLSR and enable each node to sense malicious behaviour
in its local neighborhood (unlike our prior works [21, 22]), which
provides a more accurate and exhaustive mechanism to detect bad
links/nodes than end-to-end measurements.

3

DATA AND CONTROL PLANE BASED
ATTACKS ON OLSR
3.1 OLSR Protocol
Proactive routing protocols are table-driven routing protocols
which contain consistent and up-to-date routing information to all
nodes that is maintained at each node. OLSR is one of the most
widely used proactive, table-driven link-state routing protocols.
Optimum routes are determined using multiple attributes like link
load, delay, bandwidth etc. in a link-state routing protocol. OLSR
functioning involves periodic transmission of topological information to all the nodes in the network. This is done using two kind
of control messages, namely HELLO and TC messages, which are
flooded efficiently in the network periodically through multi-point
relays (MPRs). MPRs are a set of network nodes acting as routers for
the others and are responsible for forwarding broadcast messages
during the flooding process. Generally, OLSR operations involve
three important components: neighbour sensing using HELLO,
MPR selection for efficient flooding of control traffic, and periodically diffusing topological information in the network and using
this information to generate optimal routes.

RELATED WORK

Providing security and preventing attacks on MANETs still remains
a big challenge. Many of the earlier works on security in MANETs
are based on cryptographic methods [4, 19, 20]. A modified OLSR
protocol is presented in [4], which introduces signature and timestamp of each OLSR control message. Similar to [4], a new link
state protocol called secure link state protocol (SLSP) is proposed
in [20], which also employs digital signature and time stamp along
with one-way hash chains in order to guarantee the security of linkstate updates. A fully distributed public key certificate management
system is designed in [19]. This design is based on trust graphs and
threshold cryptography.
Neighbor watching mechanism has been introduced in prior
works like [9, 15, 17]. [17] and [15] introduces watchdog mechanism for DSR and AODV protocol in MANET respectively. In
[15], they introduced LSR (lightwieight secure routing) which is
similar to AODV. In [11], an acknowledgment based technique is
proposed against cooperative attacks in OLSR protocol. Some prior
works present comprehensive explanation about multiple attacks
on MANETs and investigate their effect on network performance

3.1.1 Neighbour Sensing using HELLO. In OLSR, each node
maintains a table which contains information about its current
neighbors. This neighbor information is periodically disseminated
by each node in the network using its HELLO messages. These
HELLO messages helps a node to update its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbour sets, helps nodes to detect changes in their neighbour nodes,
interface address, type of link (symmetric, asymmetric or lost) etc.
With the receipt of these messages, each node updates its neighbor
information periodically.
3.1.2 MPR and MPR-selector. MPR helps in avoiding redundant
transmission of messages to the nodes and achieves efficient flooding in the network. Information obtained using HELLO messages
are further used by the nodes in the selection of their MPR and
MPR-selector sets. MPR-selector are neighbors that have selected
this node as their MPR. Each node maintain its list of MPR and
2

MPR-selectors and updates it periodically. These MPR nodes are responsible for the efficient flooding of control traffic in the network.
3.1.3 Disseminating Topological Control Information. Each node
needs link-state information to calculate the optimal route for each
destination. These information are diffused in the entire network
using TC (Topological Control) messages. One such information
propagated by TC messages is the list of MPR-selectors of a node
in the network. TC messages are processed (nodes update their
topology table) and then forwarded by them if they are selected as
the MPR node by the sender of TC message. Using these information,
nodes detect best routes to each destination node in the network,
and updates their routing table from time to time.

3.2

Figure 1: Attacks On OLSR.

Different Type of Attacks on OLSR

The malicious node further propagates this false MPR and MPRselector information in the network through its TC messages and
all network nodes update their topology and routing table using
such information. Then, a node sending a data packet may falsely
think that the destination is one of the malicious node’s neighbors,
and uses a path which passes through malicious node in its last
hop. TC-HELLO-manipulation attack happens when the malicious
node falsifies not only HELLO, but also TC messages, and forwards
them throughout in the network.
Control message drop attack (TC-drop attack), as the name suggests, drops the control messages of other nodes in the network. It
is similar to the data-drop attack explained in previous section, but
with control packets being dropped by the malicious node. More
specifically, a malicious node does not forward its neighbor’s TC
messages further and therefore disturbs the OLSR topology sharing
operation.

In this paper, we focus on the attacks due to the compromised/malicious nodes over the data and control planes of OLSR.
As noted earlier, HELLO and TC messages are two types of control messages that helps in the creation and advertisement of valid
routes in the network. Manipulating or dropping these messages can
cause the creation of incorrect routing table entries. Accordingly,
we define one type of data plane attack, namely Data-drop attack,
and four different control plane attacks, namely TC-manipulation,
HELLO-manipulation, TC-HELLO-manipulation and TC-drop attack
(Figure 1). TC-drop attack is operationally similar to Data-drop
attack.
3.2.1 Data Plane Attack. We define Data-drop attack as dropping of packets by the malicious node that lies on the path between
the packet’s source and destination node(s). Note that to launch
this attack, a malicious node has to lie on the best route (the route
followed by OLSR) between the packet’s source and destination.
In this data plane attack, we assume that the malicious node does
not falsify any control information or modify any protocol rules
to gather all the packets (unlike control plane attack, explained in
Section 3.2.2).

4

PROPOSED MODELS: NWM AND IMM

In this section, we elaborate the design and architecture of our
models NWM and IMM, and then describe how it can counter
different data plane and control plane attack scenarios on the OLSR
protocol.

3.2.2 Control Plane Attack. As defined in our previous work
[21], TC-manipulation attack happens when malicious nodes modify their TC messages to advertise false link information. For example, a malicious node can declare itself to be MPR of all other nodes
in the network. To do so, it can include the address of all network
nodes as MPR-selector in its TC messages. This fake MPR-selector
list is then forwarded in the entire network. This leads to a large
number of routes passing through the malicious node.
Malicious nodes can also falsify the neighbor information in
their HELLO messages; we call such attack HELLO-manipulation
attack. It does it, for example, by including address of all network
nodes into the HELLO message as its neighbor nodes. Nodes in
its neighborhood use the information regarding 1-hop or 2-hop
bidirectional link to calculate their MPR list. After processing the
false information in HELLO messages, a neighbor node may find
that all of its two hop neighbors are reachable through the malicious
node. Therefore that node selects the malicious node as one of
its MPRs. The situation worsens when nodes try to minimize the
number of their MPRs, as per the OLSR protocol rule. This may
make the malicious node the sole MPR of all its neighbor nodes.

4.1

Neighbor-Watch Model (NWM)

As the name suggests, Neighbor-Watch Model involves each node
watching the behaviour of its neighbors through passive observation. Unlike original OLSR protocol, a node’s responsibility does
not end by forwarding its packets to its neighbor node in NWM,
but it also keeps an eye on its neighbors regarding what they do
with its packets. It does it by continuously and silently listening to
the channel. A ‘good’ neighbor node forwards the packet further,
however a malicious node would drop either all or some of the
packets it receives from other nodes. Thus a neighbor node of this
malicious node can catch this abnormal behaviour locally by listening to its transmission continuously, and can also “punish” it when
it does not forward the node’s packet further. The proposed model’s
ultimate objective is to find an optimum route which avoids the
malicious node.
NWM is illustrated in the Figures 2, 3 and 4. A source node ‘S’
transmits its packet to all of its neighbors with the purpose that
either all or some of the nodes will receive its packets based on
the application objective. However, one of its neighbor node ‘M’
3

is a malicious node and it drops its packets while other nodes forward them further. Using NWM, node ‘S’ can monitor the malicious
node’s transmission and punish it if necessary as explained in Sections 4.1, 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. The node can either share (Global-NWM)
or not share (Local-NWM) this information with other nodes in the
network.
Unlike our prior work [21, 22], where the malicious behaviour
in the network is identified using end-to-end loss measurement
mechanism, NWM simply requires each node to sense malicious
activity around its neighborhood and share information with OLSR.
In NWM, a source node ‘S’ forwarding its packet in the network
as shown in Figure 4, continuously listens to its neighbor Ns ’s
transmission. We define malicious intent factor (MIF) as,
Packets o f S f orwarded by Ns
. (1)
MI F =
Total packets sent by S to Ns f or f orwardinд

Figure 2: Proposed Model architecture showing NWM operating in data plane and communicating with the OLSR module.

MIF provides a measure of whether node Ns is forwarding S’s
packets reliably or not. Generally, every packet (that is forwarded
by S to node Ns ) increases node Ns ’s MIF, while every packet that
is dropped decreases it. In order to adapt to time variations in the
network topology and environment, NWM’s MIF measurement
follows a window based averaging method (similar to our work
dF ) is computed by taking
in [21, 22]). The current MIF value (MI
ratio of the number of forwarded packets by Ns and the number of
transmitted packets of S for a fixed-size time window (that includes
the current time). Then, the exponentially weighted moving average
(EWMA) method [16] is utilized to balance the weight of the MIF
value computed in the current window with the last computed MIF
value. The actual MIF calculated by a node S of its neighbor node
Ns , is then updated as

Figure 3: Proposed Model architecture showing NWM operating in control plane of OLSR module.


M I F (S →Ns ) [t + 1] = γ M I F (S →Ns ) [t ] + (1 − γ ) M
I F (S →Ns ) [t ] . (2)

Here, γ is the smoothing factor, and a higher value of γ gives
more weight to previous direct MIF value of the node. Each node
performs the same operation. This MIF value is then utilized to
design the link quality metric (LQM) such that OLSR acting upon
it would result in optimal routes in the network. This link quality
metric is designed in [22] as,
LQM = − log (MI F ) .

Figure 4: Neighbor-Watch Model with a source S, destination
D and a malicious node M. Ns ∈ {1, 2, 3, M }

(3)

The OLSR uses this external link quality information for its link
setup and routing table updation processes [10].
In the following sections, we present in detail the operation of
two versions of NWM, Local-NWM and Global-NWM on data and
control planes of OLSR. We then utilize these two NWM versions
as countermeasure against major attack scenarios on OLSR in a
MANET and present the emulation results.
4.1.1

Figure 5: Neighbor-Watch Model on Data Plane with a source
S, destination D and a malicious node M. Ns ∈ {1, 2, 3, M }

Neighbor-Watch Model on Data Plane.

4.1.1.1 Local-NWM against Data Plane Attack. Local-NWM
against Data-drop attack is presented in Figure 5. In this scenario
(see Section 3.2.1), a malicious node lies on the best path between a
source and destination node and drops the data packets, but does
not alter the control messages to attract the data packets toward
itself. The operation of Local-NWM against Data-drop attack is explained next. A source node ‘S’ aiming to transmit its data packets
to a destination node ‘D’, forwards it to its neighbor nodes. In Figure 5, malicious node ‘M’ (which is the next hop) does not forward

the received packet further; this is caught by the source node ‘S’
which is continuously listening to the channel. It then updates the
MIF/LQM metric and sends it to OLSR (see Section 4.1). If node ‘M’
drops packets consistently, the MIF/LQM value of link (S → M)
will reduce over time and it will be avoided by OLSR. Note that in
Local-NWM, ‘S’ does not share malicious node’s information in the
network, so the other nodes may still keep the default MIF/LQM
metric (high value) for node ‘M’.
4

Figure 6: Neighbor-Watch Model on Control Plane with
a source S, destination D and a malicious node M. Ns ∈
{1, 2, 3, M }
Figure 10: A snapshot of 20 node mobile random walk topology emulation in CORE.

calculation for ‘M’, ‘S’ shares this information with other nodes in
the network. It attaches this metric information in its TC messages
that are forwarded to all nodes. Each node process this TC packet
and update their MIF/LQM metric value for the (S → M) link in
the network topology data that is used by OLSR for optimum route
computation (Figure 5). The idea behind Global-NWM is to further
improve the identification/isolation capability of NWM against
malicious nodes.

Figure 7: Attack scenario 3: TC-drop attack + Control
Message manipulation attack (TC-manipulation, HELLOmanipulation and TC-HELLO-manipulation attack).

4.1.2

Neighbor-Watch Model on Control Plane.

4.1.2.1 Local-NWM against Control Plane Attack. In previous
sections, we described four attack cases under control plane attacks.
Local-NWM against TC-drop attack is presented in Figure 6. There
is a source node ‘S’ aiming to transmit its packets to a destination
node ‘D’. However in this case (control plane), the packets transmitted to all the nodes in the network are control (TC) messages. Note
that TC messages of a node are forwarded to all its 1-hop neighbors
as well as other nodes. A malicious node drops the control messages
(TC) of other nodes in this attack.
TC-manipulation, HELLO-manipulation and TC-HELLOmanipulation attacks involve falsification of control message
information by malicious node in order to attract the data packets
of other nodes toward itself (Section 3.2.2). We included these
three attacks on OLSR under attack scenario 3 (further discussed in
Section 5.1.1) along with TC-drop attack, and utilize Local-NWM
to counter the impact of these attacks on MANET.
Similar to NWM on data plane, the malicious node ‘M’ does
not forward the received packet (control message TC) further and
this is caught by the node ‘S’ which is continuously listening to
the channel (Figure 6). ‘S’ then calculates the MIF/LQM metric of
neighbor nodes (explained in Section 4.1) and sends it to the OLSR.
Note that unlike the data plane, the MIF/LQM metric calculation
for the malicious node is done using control message drop ratio
(MIF in control plane) and it is shared with OLSR to improve its
data packet delivery performance. Furthermore for Local-NWM,
‘S’ does not share this information in the network, so the other
nodes still keep the default value of MIF/LQM metric (high value)
for node ‘M’.

Figure 8: Proposed Model architecture showing IMM operating in control plane of OLSR module.

Figure 9: Inconsistency Measurement Model (IMM) on Control Plane with a source S, destination D and a malicious
node M under attack scenario 5. Ns ∈ {1, 2, 3, M }
4.1.1.2 Global-NWM against Data Plane Attack. Under GlobalNWM against Data-drop attack, a node performs similar procedure
as described in the previous section. However after MIF/LQM metric
5
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Figure 11: Attack Scenario 1: Average Packet
Drop Performance of Local-NWM against Original
OLSR.
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Figure 13: Attack Scenario 1: Estimated Traffic
achieved on the malicious node path and the good
path using Local-NWM when malicious node discards 20% of packets.

Figure 14: Attack Scenario 1: Estimated Traffic
achieved on the malicious node path and the good
path using Global-NWM when malicious node discards 20% of packets.
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Figure 12: Attack Scenario 1: Average Packet Drop
Performance of Global-NWM against Original
OLSR.
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Figure 15: Attack Scenario 2: Average Packet
Drop Performance of Local-NWM against Original
OLSR.

Figure 16: Attack Scenario 2: Average Packet Drop
Performance of Global-NWM against Original
OLSR.

4.1.2.2 Global-NWM against Control Plane Attack. Similar to
the explanation presented in data plane case, a node continuously

watches its neighbors, calculate their respective MIF/LQM metrics
and then shares this information with other nodes in the network.
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information it receives from its neighbor nodes. So, a source node
‘S’ receiving the control messages from its neighbor nodes in the
network as shown in Figure 9, continuously verifies its neighbor
Ns ’s control information declaration. For example, a malicious
node ‘M’ falsify its control information by including the addresses
of nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 in its HELLO messages, which it forwards
in the network. Node ‘S’ receives the control messages from all
its neighbors (1, 2 3, M) and can verify the authenticity of M’s
information using node’s 1, 2 and 3’s information.
Similarly, Node ‘S’ can verify the MPR-Selector information of
M (in its TC packets) using the TC and HELLO control information
of node’s 1, 2 and 3. We define two versions of IMM specifically
for TC-manipulation attack, Local-TC-IMM and Global-TC-IMM.
The major difference is the inclusion of MPR information in the
Node’s TC packets under Global-TC-IMM, which also allows a
non-neighbor node of ‘M’ to verify the authenticity of M’s control
information.
We define malicious intent factor (MIF) under IMM as,
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Figure 17: Attack Scenario 2: Estimated Traffic achieved on
the malicious node path and the good path using LocalNWM when malicious node discards 20% of packets.
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EMULATION RESULTS

We utilize Common Open Research Emulator (CORE) to emulate MANETs and analyze varying mobility conditions using pregenerated movement scripts. CORE provides a high-level emulation
platform with a graphical interface and provides the ability to connect to live networks [1, 21]. Therefore, it can be utilized for extending lab test-beds or testing with certain hardware-in-the-loop. We
utilize BonnMotion [8] to create Random Walk mobility condition
to simulate movement of nodes across a rectangular terrain (Figure
10). We consider two mobility cases for the MANET, static (referred
as static in plots) and low mobility (referred as low in plots). The
speed of nodes are randomly varied between 1 and 5 m/s for low
mobility. Table 1 show general parameters and their values used in
our proposed model evaluation.

0
50

Malicious Nodes Pecentage in the Network (%)

Figure 18: Attack Scenario 2: Average Packet Drop Performance of Global-NWM with increasing number of malicious node under static mobility.

It attaches this metric information in its TC messages which is
then forwarded to all the nodes. Nodes update their metric values
respectively.

4.2

(4)

Similar to NWM design, IMM’s MIF measurement follows a window
based averaging method and the design of link quality metric (LQM)
(see Section 4.1).

100

80

Correct Control Packets o f Ns received by S
.
Total control packets received by S f rom Ns

Table 1: Proposed Model’s General Parameters & Settings

Inconsistency Measurement Model (IMM)

Parameters
m
γ
tci
di

We design Inconsistency Measurement Model (IMM) for control plane attack, specifically control manipulation attack (TCmanipulation, HELLO-manipulation and TC-HELLO-manipulation
attack) to check the authenticity of the control information forwarded by malicious node. As mentioned earlier, malicious node
can falsify the control information in their HELLO and TC messages to declare itself as the best node to reach a destination and
attract all the messages towards itself. It can include the address of
all network nodes into its HELLO message as its neighbor nodes
(HELLO-manipulation attack) or a its MPR selector in its TC messages (TC-manipulation attack).
The overall architecture for the IMM is presented in Figure 8.
In this model, each node checks the correctness of the control

5.1

Description
Message Size
Smoothing Factor
TC Message Interval
Data Message Interval

Value
1Kb
0.8
0.2 s
1s

Experimental Setup

5.1.1 Attack Scenarios. We consider five major attack scenarios
on OLSR’s data and control plane and utilize our model to counter
the malicious node’s impact in each of them. These four scenarios
cover a majority of the blackhole attack cases that are possible on
the data and control planes of OLSR.
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Figure 19: Attack Scenario 3: Average Packet Drop
Performance of Local-NWM against OriginalTC-OLSR,
Original-HELLO-OLSR,
OriginalTCHELLO-OLSR.

Figure 20: Attack Scenario 3: Average Packet Drop
Performance of Global-NWM against OriginalTC-OLSR,
Original-HELLO-OLSR,
OriginalTCHELLO-OLSR.
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Figure 21: Attack Scenario 4: Average Packet
Drop Performance of Local-NWM against Original
OLSR.

Figure 22: Attack Scenario 4: Average Packet Drop
Performance of Global-NWM against Original
OLSR.

• Attack Scenario 1: Data plane attack, Malicious node on best
path
– This scenario includes data plane attack (data-drop attack)
and malicious node to lie on the best route between node
‘S’ and ‘D’ as presented in Figure 5.
• Attack Scenario 2: Control plane Attack, Malicious node on
best path
– This scenario includes control plane attack (TC-drop attack) and malicious node to lie on the best route between
node ‘S’ and ‘D’ as presented in Figure 6.
• Attack Scenario 3: Control plane Attack, Malicious node lies
anywhere
– This scenario includes control plane attack (TC-drop attack, TC-manipulation, HELLO-manipulation and TCHELLO-manipulation attack) and malicious node can lie
anywhere in the network. It attracts packets towards itself
by faking its TC and HELLO messages as presented in Figure 7. So in this scenario, we have TC-drop attack as well
as control message manipulation attack (TC-manipulation,

HELLO-manipulation and TC-HELLO-manipulation) as
discussed in section 3.2.2.
• Attack Scenario 4: Attack Scenario 1 + Attack Scenario 2,
Malicious node on best path
– The scenario include combination of scenario 1 and 2. So,
we have data plane attack (data-drop attack) along with
control plane attack (TC-drop attack) and malicious node
to lie on the best route between node ‘S’ and ‘D’.
• Attack Scenario 5: Control plane Attack (control manipulation attack), Malicious node lies anywhere
– This scenario includes control manipulation attack (TCmanipulation, HELLO-manipulation and TC-HELLOmanipulation attack) and malicious node can lie anywhere
in the network. It attracts packets towards itself by faking
its TC and HELLO messages as presented in Figure 9. So
in this scenario, we utilize IMM to counter the effect of
control manipulation attacks as discussed in section 4.2.
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5.2

Performance Analysis

Global-NWM at static and low mobility under this attack scenario
when a malicious node is made to drop packets of root node (source)
with different drop rates. Local-NWM clearly reduces the drop rate
at both static and low mobility and therefore has a better packet
delivery performance than Original-OLSR for all malicious node’s
loss rates. We achieve best performance with Global-NWM which
improves the packet delivery rate of OLSR further.
Figure 17 shows NWM’s malicious node isolation performance
under control plane attack. NWM model successfully helps in steering the packets away from the bad paths and isolate the malicious
node by rerouting (choosing a good path). Figure 18 shows the average packet drop performance of Original-OLSR and Global-NWM
under static condition for different malicious node densities in the
network. NWM perform much better as compared to Original-OLSR
at different malicious node density and the results are similar for
Local-NWM at both static and low mobility.
Note that the NWM (both local and global) in control plane has
better packet drop rate performance when compared with NWM
in data plane. This is due to the fact that the metric sharing effect
of NWM in control plane is by far more than NWM in data plane.
The high frequency of generation of TC messages result in more
average circulation, dropping of these messages at any given time
and therefore more average MIF/LQM metric sharing with OLSR.

To evaluate the proposed model, we emulate a 20-node MANET
on CORE as shown in Figure 10 with one source node (root node),
one destination node and one malicious node. The experiments are
averaged over 20 runs with many packets sent by root node each
time and is aimed to showcase the efficacy of NWM against 5 major
attack scenarios on data and control plane of OLSR.
5.2.1 NWM against Attack Scenario 1 (data plane attack). In this
attack scenario, we have a simple data-drop attack (discussed in
Section 4.1.1) and a malicious node lies on the best route between
node a source ‘S’ and a destination node ‘D’. Both Local-NWM
and Global-NWM model aims to steer the packets away from the
malicious node and selects a route avoiding it. Figure 11 shows
the average packet drop performance of Original-OLSR and LocalNWM at static and low mobility when a malicious node is made to
drop packets of the S → D flow at different drop rates. Local-NWM
clearly reduces the drop rate at both static and low mobility and
therefore has a better packet delivery performance than OriginalOLSR for all malicious node’s loss rates. Note that the average nodal
connectivity of the network marginally reduces as compared to
static case during mobility and therefore we see a slight increase in
total observed loss for low mobility case.
We achieve further improvement in performance with GlobalNWM as shown in Figure 12. For example, the packet delivery
performance increases by more than 50% for most of the malicious
node’s drop rates at both mobility levels. Next, we try to demonstrate NWM’s malicious node isolation performance under data
plane attack. This is shown in Figure 13 and 14 by plotting average
traffic against time on the ‘good’ vs ‘bad’ paths using a static scenario (one source/destination pair). The ‘good’ paths refers to routes
that do not pass through the malicious nodes, and bad paths are
those that do. We see an initial increase in traffic on malicious node
path (bad path) which is the default path. However, NWM feeds
OLSR with a higher cost of the link going through the malicious
node (discussed in Section 4.1.1) and is able to steer away packets
from the bad paths eventually. As mentioned before, Global-NWM
has better performance than Local-NWM and is able to isolate the
malicious node more quickly (compare Figures 13 and 14).
We also try to compare the Original-OLSR and NWM (local and
global) packet delivery performance when the number of malicious
nodes increases in the network (increasing malicious node density).
Figure 18 and 23 shows the average packet drop performance of
Original-OLSR and Global-NWM for static network under attack
scenario 2 and 4. We obtained similar results for attack scenario 1
and 3. Global-NWM has clearly less drop rate and therefore, better
packet delivery performance than Original-OLSR for different density of malicious node in the MANET. We obtained similar results
for Local-NWM at both static and low mobility. These multiple set
of experiments under attack scenario 1 clearly demonstrate NWM
model’s effectiveness against data plane attack on OLSR.
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Figure 23: Attack Scenario 4: Average Packet Drop Performance of Global-NWM with increasing number of malicious node under static mobility.
5.2.3 NWM against Attack Scenario 3 (control plane attack). As
explained in Section 5.1.1, this attack is a control plane attack in
which a malicious node can lie anywhere in the network and attracts
data packets towards itself by faking its TC and HELLO messages.
This attack involves both TC-drop attack as well as control message
manipulation attack (TC-manipulation, HELLO-manipulation and
TC-HELLO-manipulation attack). The MIF/LQM metric is calculated using control message drop ratio (MIF in control plane) and
shared with OLSR to counter control message manipulation attacks.
Note that TC-manipulation, HELLO-manipulation, TC-HELLOmanipulation attack and NWM’s performance on OLSR are represented as original-[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]-OLSR and Local/globalNWM-[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO] in the figures respectively. We obtained similar performance results for NWM against this attack

5.2.2 NWM against Attack Scenario 2 (control plane attack).
Here, we have TC-drop attack with a malicious node that lies on
the best route between a source node ‘S’ and a destination node
‘D’. Similar to previous section, Figures 15 and 16 show the average packet drop performance of Original-OLSR, Local-NWM and
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Figure 24: Attack Scenario 5: Average Packet Drop Performance of Local-IMM and Global-IMM against Original-HELLO-OLSR,
Original-TC-OLSR and Original-TCHELLO-OLSR.

scenario. For example, Figure 19 and 20 shows the average packet
drop performance of original-[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]-OLSR and
NWM model (Local/global-NWM-[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]) at static
and low mobility. NWM model again clearly has less drop rate
and therefore, better packet delivery performance than original[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]-OLSR for all mentioned mobility. GlobalNWM further improves the performance as shown in Figure 20.

delivery performance than Original-OLSR against all five attack
scenarios.

6

CONCLUSION

Blackhole attacks can be carried out in a variety of ways on the
OLSR protocol in MANETs, which makes it very challenging to
counter them. In this paper, we classify blackhole attacks under
two groups: data plane attack and control plane attack. We propose two models namely Neighbor Watch Model (NWM), which
utilizes passive neighbor watching by each node in the network,
and Inconsistency Measurement Model (IMM), which measure the
control information inconsistency in the network, to counter these
attacks. These models allow each node to identify/isolate bad behaving node through passive observation, and possibly share that
information with others in the network (Global-NWM/IMM). The
two different implementation of NWM and IMM, Local-NWM/IMM
and Global-NWM/IMM, are utilized against five different major
attack scenarios in a MANET. Performance of our model is evaluated for static as well as mobile networks. Finally, the emulation
results establish that the proposed solution (Local-NWM/IMM and
Global-NWM/IMM) can significantly reduce the impact of such
attacks on MANET and improves the packet delivery performance
of OLSR under different mobility. Best results are obtained with
Global-NWM/IMM, specifically against control plane attacks.

5.2.4 NWM against Attack Scenario 4 (data + control plane attack). This attack scenario is a more realistic case of blackhole attack
possible on OLSR in a MANET, and combines attack scenarios 1 and
2. So, we have the data-drop attack along with TC-drop attack in a
MANET, and malicious node lies on the best route between source
node ‘S’ and destination node ‘D’. The malicious node drops both
control (TC) and data packets, so the MIF/LQM metric computation
is done in both control and data planes which is then averaged
and shared with OLSR. This improves the NWM’s malicious node
isolation performance as shown in Figures 21, 22 and 23. Note that
the results for this attack scenario is similar to (slightly better than)
the results of attack scenario 2.
5.2.5 IMM against Attack Scenario 5 (control manipulation attack). Unlike attack scenario 3, this attack involves only control message manipulation attack (TC-manipulation, HELLOmanipulation and TC-HELLO-manipulation attack) and ‘IMM’ is
utilised to counter it. The control information verification is done
to calculate the MIF/LQM metric and then shared with OLSR
to counter control message manipulation attacks. Similar to section 5.2.3, TC-manipulation, HELLO-manipulation, TC-HELLOmanipulation attack and IMM’s performance on OLSR are represented as original-[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]-OLSR and Local/globalIMM-[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO] in the figures respectively. Figure
24 shows the average packet drop performance of original[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]-OLSR and IMM model (Local/global-IMM[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]) at static and low mobility. IMM model
clearly reduces the drop rate significantly and therefore, has a better
packet delivery performance than original-[TC,HELLO,TCHELLO]OLSR for all mentioned mobility. Global-IMM further improves the
performance under TC-manipulation attack.
All the experiment results presented before, clearly demonstrate
that both proposed models has less drop rate and better packet
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